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1. Intraductian 
In statistics we make decisions or inferences based on the data 
in hand and the model we have constructed. The model describes how 
particular aspects of the data relate to each other and how the data 
relate to parameters. In a Bayesian analysis probability enters as a 
method of quantifying our uncertainty about the model's relationships 
and parameter values. 
In order to proceed we must specify precisely the model and data. 
Unfortunately elicitation of the probability measure and model 
features which truly represent current knowledge and beliefs can be 
difficult if not impossible. Even if exact determination were 
possible it may be reasonable to use a simpler and less exact 
ren~ering if the resulting inaccuracies are not too costly. In short 
there is often great uncertainty about the uncertainty. 
In frequentist statistics robust and nonparametric methods are 
used to get around the difficulties of precise model specification. 
There is literature on nonparametric Bayes methods with Ferguson(1967) 
being a seminal work. However these approaches suffer from the same 
drawbacks as their frequentist counte~parts in that they do not adapt 
easily ta mare complicated situations and violate the principle of 
parsimany. Trying to apply the ideas of robust statistics to the 
Bayes approach seems to be fraught with technical and conceptual 
difficulties. According to Huber(1981) the Bayesian approach to 
robustness "still lacks reliable guidelines on how to select the 
supermodel and the prior so that we end up with something robust". 
See Berger(1980) for some discussion and results. See also 
Krasker(1984) for an interesting result which· extends the weak* 
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concept of robustness ~again see Huber<19BO>> to the Bayes setup. 
We take a pragmatic approach. Taking reasonable care, a model is 
tentatively assumed and afterwards checked to determine whether minor 
perturbations of questionable model features influence the results in 
an important way. This idea of influence is one which easily extends 
to Bayesian analysis <see Johnson and Beisser 1982,1983,1985, and 
Beisser 1985). The idea is very simple and really consists of 
performing a sensitivity analysis. The assumptions about model and 
data which serve as inputs to the process are perturbed and the 
resulting changes in ouput are monitored. One well ·known application 
of this approach to linear regression is Cook·s distance, see 
Cook<1977). 
There are two basic parts of any sensitivity analysis of a 
proces~: (i) what are the interesting perturbations of the inputs? and 
(ii) what are meaningful measures of the consequent changes 1n ouput? 
In the context of frequentist statistics Cook<1986) describes a 
general measure for changes in ouput base~ upon the likelihood 
function and its asymptotic properties and notes that Cook's distance 
may be considered to be a special case of this procedure. 
Weisberg(1984) comments that the standard use of the likelihood 
measure provides a basis for a unified theory of diagnostic procedures 
and suggests that the resulting conceptual simplicity makes for a more 
useful approach than a toolbox of various robust procedures. 
We apply these ideas in a Bayesian setup by considering the model 
and data assumptions to be input and the predictive and posterior 
distributions to be outputs. Traditionally statistics has emphasized 
parameters so the the posterior is an output of interest. Many 
authors have stressed the importance af the predictive distribution. 
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While parameters may in some cases be useful devices for describing 
the structure of the model, their values and the model itself are 
.ultimately only of interest if they make useful predictions about 
potentially observable quantities. See for example Geisser<1971>, 
Geisser(19BO), and Zellner(1985). 
Following Johnson and Geisser(1982), different predictive or 
posterior distributions resulting frqm perturbing model assumptions 
are compared by means of the Kullback-Leibler divergence (see chapter 
1 of Kullback(1959)). Biven the close relationship between the 
likelihood and the Kullback distance discussed in Akaike(1973>, we may 
think of this procedure as analogous to Cook's use of the likelihood. 
Both the likelihood and the Kullback distance are thought of as being 
all purpose measures to be used in a variety of problems. For any 
particular problem there may be a natural measure that truly reflects 
the concerns of the investigator. The particular measure, like the 
model itself, may be difficult to determine so that the notion of a 
reasonable all purpose measure is useful. 
The perturbation scheme must still be chosen. Cook(1986> notes 
that care must be taken in choosing the perturbation scheme if the 
results are to be reasonable. In this _paper we shall concentrate an 
perturbing our choice of prior, although in general the approach may 
be applied to any model feature. 
For convenience we often choose priors from standard families of 
distributions which are themselves indexed by parameters which we then 
call hyperparameters. Choosing a prior involves choosing a value for 
the hyperparameter. There is usually uncertainty associated with this 
choice. The Bayesian approach calls for a distribution to be placed 
on th~ hyperparameter. This may be more work than the investigator 
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wants ta da. More importantly this additional refinement may have 
little impact an the final result given the data at hand. The 
approach taken here is to choose a reasonable value for the 
hyperparameter and then check afterwards that this choice 1s not 
overly influential. In this paper we develop a simple and general 
method for making this assessment. 
In section 2 we introduce a method for calibrating the Kullback 
divergence. In section 3 we develop our method. Section 4 presents 
some simple examples and section 5 concludes the paper. 
2. Calibration of the Kullback Divergence 
We want ta use the Kullback divergence to measure the difference 
between different posterior and predictive distributions arising from 
the use of different priors. Given that the Kullback divergence 
between two distributions is denoted by k, it is useful ta have some ~ 
scheme for deciding whether k is big or small. 
Biven two distributions P and Q with corresponding densities p 
and q with respect to the measure P, the Kullback divergence between P 
and Q, K(P,Q) = J p log(p/q) dµ. 
Note that K depends on the order of its arguments, KCP,Q) -
K(Q,P) in general. The asymmetry is important with the interpretation 
that K(P,Q) is a canonical measure of the cost of predicting outcomes 
using Q when Pis a more accurate description of the situation. 
Intuitively, we see that 1s a measure of the discrepancy between P 
and Q, log(p/q), averaged over the sample space where we average using 
the distribution P. See Kullback(1959). 
If P and Qare discrete then K<P,Q) becomes E p. log(p./q.) where 
1 1 l. 
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pi is the probability of the i th outcome under P and qi is the 
probability of the i th outcome under Q. 
In gene~al, let (fi,F) be a sample space and sigma field and P, Q 
be probability measures an (fi,F). The following +undamental fact (see 
for exampl~ Renyi(1970), the appendix an information theory) underlies 
our calibration. Let r = {E1 ,E?, ••• E} be a measurable partition of 
- m 
fi. That is each of the E. belongs to F, their union is !l, and the 
l 
intersection of any two is the null set. Then if Pis absolutely 
continuous with respect ta Q so that there exists a function g such 
that dP = g dQ, we have, 
sup 
r 
m 
E 
i=1 
j 
fi 
lag(g) dP. 
If P =pdµ and Q = q dµ with P absolutely continuous with respect to 
Q then P = (p/q) dQ so that the integral becomes Ip log(p/q) du. 
Thus the meaning of the Kullback divergence is independent of the 
structure of the space since we may take any space and chap it up into 
discrete pieces and still have virtually the same Kullback divergence. 
Note that this is not true of the related concept of entropy. Since 
the Kullback divergence is an average, its meaning is also independent 
of the number of possible outcomes in the discrete setup. 
Si ven the above background material we can now descr i bi.~ ,.JLW 
calibration. Let A = { (P, Q) such that P .a·~d Q are probab1 l i ty 
measures on same pair <fi,F) }. h:Jw define a relation on A by <P 1 ,Q1 ) 
divergence. Clearly the relation is an equivalence relation so that 
we have a partition of A into equivalence classes. A pair of 
distributions may differ in many ways. When we choose a distance we 
choose a particular aspect or summary of all the ways a pair may 
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differ ta key in an and ignore the rest. Thus, any two pairs in the 
same equivalence class are equally representative of the difference. 
Notice that he~e is where we need our fundamental fact given above: 
the meaning of the Kullback divergence is not dependent on the 
structrure of the underlying space. To calibrate the Kullback 
divergence we simply pick a pair from each equivalence class in such a 
way that all the chosen pairs differ .in the same, simple, and 
meaningful way. Given any pair of distributions we simply look at the 
simple pair chosen from the same equivalence class to get an idea of 
how far apart the original pair are. 
Now in order to calibrate the Kullback distance we need to choose 
a pair of distributions (Pk,Qk) such that K<Pk,Qk) = k, for each k E 
[O,•>, since that is the range of K. The trick is to choose pairs 
that differ along one simple "dimension". We would like to be able to 
imagine attempting to predict based an our choice of Qk while Pk is 
actually the correct description of the uncertainty. A simple and 
natural choice is Pk= (1/2,1/2) and Qk = (1 - q(k),q(k)) where the 
first entry is the probability that an event. will occur and the second 
entry is the prob~bility that the event will not occur. The function 
I 
q(k) is defined b~ the equation k = K<Pk,Qk). Since 
K< (1/2, 1/2), <1 
q ( k) = (1 + (1 
q,q>> = -log(4q(1 - q))/2 we invert ta obtain, 
e-2k,112, 12_ 
As an example, suppose that Pis normal with mean O and variance 
5 and that Q is normal with mean 3 and variance 7. lhe Kullback 
divergence between P and Q is .67. Is .67 big or small? q(.67) is 
about .93. This means that, as measured by the Kullback divergence, P 
and Qare just as different from each other as the assessment that an 
event will occur with probability .5 is from the assessment that an 
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... 
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event will occur with probability .93. If Pis normal with mean O and 
variance 100 and Q is normal with mean 3 and variance 100 the Kullback 
divergence is· • 045. q <. 045) = • 64. 
The following two tables show a range of q values with the 
corresponding k values. Given a value k far the Kullback divergence 
you find the q value from the table which corresponds most closely to 
k. Then the user decides how comfortable he would be predicting the 
outcome of an event assuming the probability that the event will occur 
is q when in fact it is .5. 
For comparison we consider an alternative calibration obtained 
from normal distributions by choosing the p such that the univariate 
normal distribution with mean O and variance 1 has a Kullback 
divergence of k from that with mean P and variance 1. We solve 
K<N<0,1>,N<P,1))=k. This results in µ(k) = (2k> 112• It is also 
common in statistics ta calculate p-values so in the following table 
for each q we give the corresponding k, µ(k), and Prob{Z > 
p(k) IZNN(0,1)}. The p-values in the third column of Table 1 and the Q 
values in the first column do not clearly contradict each other. 
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_g_ 
.60 
.70 
.75 
.BO 
.85 
.88 
.90 
.91 
.92 
.93 
.94 
.95 
.96 
.97 
.98 
.99 
.995 
Table 1 
Calibration of the Kullback Divergence 
with Normal Comparison 
Prob{Z > p<k)IZNN<0,1)} 
.02 .42 
.09 •. 34 
.14 .29 
.22 .25 
.34 .20 
.43 .18 
.51 .16 
.56 .15 
.61 .13 
.67 .12 
.75 • 11 
.83 .1.0 
.94 .09 
1.08 .07 
1. 27 .06 
1.60 .03 
1. 96 .02 
A finer table oi q,k pairs is: 
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., 
.20 
• 42 
.54 
.67 
.82 
.93 
1. 01 
1.06 
1.11 
1.16 
1.22 
1.29 
1.37 
1.47 
1.60 
1. 79 
1.98 
• 
Table 2 
Calibration of the Kullback Divergence 
_g_ 
.50 
.52 
.54 
.56 
.58 
.000 
.001 
.003 
.007 
.013 
.60 
.62 
.64 
.66 
.68 
.020 
.030 
.041 
.054 
.069 
3. Local Prior Influence 
_g_ 
.70 
.72 
.74 
.76 
.78 
.087 
.108 
.131 
.158 
.188 
_g_ 
.BO 
.82 
.84 
.86 
.88 
_ k _ 
.223 
.264 
.310 
.365 
.431 
_g_ _k _ 
.90 .511 
.92 .611 
• 94 • 745 
• 96 • 937 
.98 1.273 
We assume that the prior is chosen from a class of distributions 
indexed by a finite dimensional parameter y. Often priors are chosen 
from standard classes of distributions in which case the nature of Y 
is obvious. In particular it is often convenient to use conjugate 
priors. More generally we note that the elicitation process should 
involve asking a finite number of questions. In fact there is often 
uncertainty associated with the answers so that the answers themselves 
may be regarded as the parameter y. We need to check that the 
conclusions of the analysis are not overly sensitive ta the statements 
elicited from the investigator, that is, to the choice of y. 
A$ an example of parameters like Y consider Jaynes<1968) maximum 
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entropy priors. Given the constraints Jg. (8) p<8> dV(8) = c. for 
1 1 
i=t,2, ••• m we choose the prior p which maximizes the entropy of the 
~istribution p· dV. Clearly the c. are based on the prior knowledge of 
1 
the investigator. Here we have Y = <c 1 ,c2 , ••• cm). Usually there is 
some uncertainty about the choice of the numbers c. and this is not 
1 
incorporated in our model. Often the maximum entropy prior gives 
reasonable results so that if the outcome of the analysis is not 
overly sensitive to the choice of the c. we can be fairly confident in 
1 
our procedure. Zellner(1977) has also proposed a method for choosing 
priors based on optimizing a functional of the prior subject to 
constraints. Zellner calls these priors maximal data information 
priors. As the name suggests, this method is designed ta maximize the 
amount of information given by the data relative to that given by the 
prior. Again we want to make sure that the outcome is not overly 
sensitive to the choice of the constraints which determine the prior. 
Let pri<Y>, post<Y>, and pred(Y> be the prior, posterior, and 
predictive distributions resulting from t~e choice of y. Now suppose 
that an initial choice of Y had been made for y. We define the 
(t 
following three functions: 
I(Yj = K<pri<Y>,pri<Y. », 
c) 
E<Y> = K<pred<Y>,pred<Y >>, 
<> 
S<Y> = K<post<Y>,post<Y >>, 
('.t 
where K is the Kullback divergence. We want to make sure that there 
are not choices of ·y such that I is small while E or Sis large. Note 
that from our discussion in section 2 we know that even though the 
parameter space and the space in which our observations lie may be 
very different, the Kullback divergences between the different priors 
and th~ different predictive or posterior distribution are comparable. 
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-If small changes in the prior correspond to large changes in the 
posterior or predictive distributions then the outcome of the analysis 
may be essenti'ally determined by the investigator's ability to choose 
between priors which are very similar. There is however, some hope 
that the investigator can readily decide between priors that are 
distant without difficulty. Conversely, if large changes in the prior 
cause only small changes in the predictive or posterior distribution 
then we are reassured. 
Since we are interested in small changes of the prior we consider 
Y close to Y. Following Cook(19B6>, we use Taylor e~pansions of I, 
0 
E, and S to examine their properties local to Y. Since I, E, and S 
0 
are Oat Y and positive everywhere, we have, 
0 
vI<Y > = 9E(Y > = 9S(Y > = O. 
0 Q 0 
Letting Y = Y + s, we have: 
0 
I<Y> ~ 8TD2 1<Y0 )6/2, 
E<Y> ~ &TD2E<Y0 )8/2, 
S<Y> ~ &TD2 S<Y0 )S/2. 
objects. In general if Y indexes a family of distributions so that 
P<Y> is a distribution for each Y, then if we let k(Y) = 
K<P<Y>,P<Y >>, the Fisher information matrix evaluated at Y equalls 
0 0 
Fisher information matrices for the prior, predictive, and posterior 
families of distributions all of which are indexed by y. See 
Kullback(1959). 
In the following discussion we shall deal with the predictive 
11 
distribution. An analogous discussion applies to posterior 
distributions. 
We look for values of Y close to Y which correspond to the 
0 
greatest change in the predictive distribution relative to the change 
in the prior by choosing 6 to maximize, 
ST D~E<Y > S 
~ 0 where we assume I 6 H = 1. 
Lets* be the optimizing 8. * As is well known 6 is the eigenvector of 
the largest eigenvalue. * Let A be the largest eigenvalue. To obtain 
* * 6 and A we need only the Fisher information matrices for the 
relevant families and an eigen analysis. 
A* has a useful interpretation. If A* is close to or greater 
than 1, then for Y close to Y changes in the prior result in 
0 
comparable or greater changes in the predictive. This is clearly a 
dangerous situation of which the investigator needs to be aware. On 
the other hand if A* is close to O then we are reassured. Nearby 
priors result in predictive distributions which are much the same. 
We can use the calibration of the Kullback divergence given in 
section 2 above to calibrate A*. Recall that the calibration of the 
Kullback divergence produced a function q(k) such that the Kullback 
divergence between the (1/2,1/2) distribution and the <1-q(k),q(k)) 
distribution equals k. To calibrate A* we consider the function c*(q) 
* = q(A k(q)) where by k(q) we mean the value of k corresponding to q. 
* We interpret c as follows: given a pair of priors whose Kullback 
divergence is calibrated by q, then locally, the Kullback divergence 
between the corresponding predictive distributions is calibrated by 
12 
\ 
* - * . c (q). Sa if, far example, c (.55) = .95 there 1s a problem since the 
diffence between a probability of .5 and .55 far an event is a lot 
.smaller than the difference betNeen .5 and .95, so that nearby priors 
correspond to predictive distributions which are relatively far apart. 
* ~* Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are graphs of c for~ = .OS, .8 and 2. If 
* A = .05 we see from figure 3.1 that a q value of .75 for priors 
corresponds to a q value of about .5~ for predictive distributions. 
Certainly .56 indicates a much less severe difference than .75. At 
the other extreme we have A*= 2 in figure 3.3. where a q value of .75 
for prior distributions corresponds to a q value of about .85 for 
predictive distributions. 
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The vector 1* is also of interest. For example if s* = <1,0,0> 
then the predictive distribution is most sensitive to the choice of 
.the first component of y. Any further elicitation should concentrate 
on this parameter. Also a graph of points of the form 
* * interval of 0 would be of interest. <I<Y +tB >,E<Y +t& >> for t in an 
,t) () 
* * One might also graph points of the form ( q < I ( Y +t S > > , q < E < l' +t 8 > > > • 
() () 
In either case large values of the first coordinate should correspond 
to relatively small values of the second coordinate. 
The above discussion has referred to the predictive distribution 
and the corresponding function E. Analogous remarks apply to the 
posterior distribution and the function S. We shall call the 
eigenvector and eigenvalue resulting from the analysis of the 
** ** . influence of the prior on the posterior 8 and A respectively. We 
. . ** ** also define c <q> = q (A k (q)). 
4. Some Examples 
In this section we present two simple examples of the methods 
discussed in section 3. We will consider the exponential distribution 
and the multinomial distribution. 
4.1 The Exponential Distribution 
The exponential distribution has density f<y18> -ye = 8e with 
respect to Lebesgue measure on the positive real line. 8 is a 
positive real parameter. We consider the conjugate family of priors 
having.density, 
14 
e
-pe 
8
t-1 pt 
p<81P,t> = r<t> , 
where r is the gamma function and our parameter Y of the previous 
2 
section is <P,t>, a vector in R. Thus 8 has a Gamma distribution 
with scale parameter P and degrees of freedom t. 
Given the observation that V. = y. for i=t,2 ••• n where the Y. are 
1. 1. 1 
i.i.d. from our exponential distribution, lets= E y .• 
' 1 
The posterior density 1s, 
= (s + P> (n+t) 
r<n+t) p<81P,t,s> 
e-e<s + P> 8 <n+t-1> 
We shall consider the influence of the prior on the 
the posterior only. We need the Fisher information matrix of 
our prior family. 
We shall denote the Fisher information matrix far the family of 
prior distributions at Y by I . <Y>. pr1 I t<Y> shall denote the Fisher pas 
information matrix far the family of posterior distributions at r. 
Referring to the notation of section 3 we·have, I . <Y> = D2 I<Y> and pr1. 
I t<Y> = D2 S<Y>. pas 
lagp(81P,t> =-pa+ <t-1>lag8 + tlog8 - lagr<t>. 
8logp<81P,t> t 2 
= -e + a l ogp ( 8 I P 2 t) = 3P p ' aP2 
2 1 a1agpC81P,t> a 1 ogp C 8 I P , t > 
= = loge 
ataP p , at 
t 
p2 
+ logP - '{l(t) 
where f is the well known Psi function. 
2 8 l agp ( 8 I 7 P 7 t ) 
at2 
I 
= -qr (t). I To approximate~ we use the 
asymptotic expansion given in Abramowitz and Stegun(1972), 
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1 
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
" 
(t.) a: 
t. 
+ + 
3ot5 
+ 
42t7 3ot9 • 2t2 6t3 
·So, [~ 1 l I . <Po,to> Po2 P1> = pr1 1 I --- q, <to> Po 
Clearly, I t<Po,to> = I . <s + Po,n + to>. pos pr1 
Example 1: In this example we have to = 30, sample size n = 5, y. 
1 
i=1,2,3,4,5 such that the sum of they. is 25, and Po= 10. 
l 
I t U0,30) pos 
I . < 10,30) pr1 
= 
= 
[ .02857 
-.02857 
[ .3 
-.1 
-.02857 ] 
.02898 
-.1 ] • 
.03389 
The matrix -1 -1 I . ( 1 0 , 30 > I t <1 0 , 30 > I . < 1 0 , 30 > pr1 pos pr1 
has eigenvalues 23.43 and .0029818, so A**= 23.43. The eigenvector 
corresponding to 23. 43 is (. 24397 , .• 96978) • '- ** . 1 t· 1 ~ is arger nan , 
suggesting that the predictive distribution is sensitive to the choice 
of Y. c**<.55) = .73 and c**<.65) = .97. This implies that having 
c) 
chosen the prior corresponding to Y, there is a Y whose corresponding 
t) 
prior has a Kullback divergence from the original prior which is 
calibrated by .65. However, the corresponding posteriors have a 
Kullback divergence which is calibrated by .97. lhe investigator 
needs to be extremely sure of his prior since nearby priors correspond 
to significantly different results. 
As suggested in section 3, we now plot the the Kullback distance 
between the posterior distributions against the Kullback distance 
between the priors where we change <P,t> by moving along the 
16 
eigenvector (.24397,.96978). This is figure 4.1. Clearl.y small 
changes in the prior result in large changes in the posterior. For 
comparison we plot the Kullback distances_obtained by moving <P,t> 
along the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue .003. This is 
figure 4.2. In this graph large changes in the prior are needed to 
obtain significant changes in the posterior as we would anticipate 
from .a value of .003 for the eigenvalue. Note that in the case of two 
or more hyperparamters the eigenvectors give information about what 
apsects of the prior have the largest impact on the posterior. 
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The effect of ·prior perturbation on 
the posterio~ distribution 
Vertical axis: Kullback distance between posterio~s 
Horizontal axis: Kullback distance between priors 
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8.6 
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a 2 8 8 18 
Figure 4.2: The effect of prior perturbation on 
the posterior distribution 
Vertical axis: Kullback distance between posteriors 
Horizontal axis: Kullback·distance between priors 
• 
Example 2: In this example we have t
0 
= 5, sample size n = 20, yi 
such that their sum is BO, and P = 20. 
<> 
I t(20,5) pas 
I . (20,5) pr1 
The matrix 
= [ .0025 -.01 ] 
-.01 .04081 
= [ .0125 -.-os ] 
-.05 .22132 
-1 
I . < 20, 5 > I t ( 20, 5 > pr1 pos 
-1 I . (20,5) has pr1 
eigenvalues .2 and .038. Since .2 is not close to 1 we expect 
that prior influence will not be a problem. Figure 4.3 is a 
plot obtained by moving <P,t> along (-.49946,.86634) which is 
the eigenvector corresponding to .2. Figure 4.4 is the plot 
obtained by moving <P,t> along (.86634,.49946) which is the 
eigenvector corresponding to .038. The graphs behave as we 
expect with neither indicating a problem with prior influence. 
A more formal evaluation of~**= .2 is provided by c**<.65) = .57, 
which again indicates that the posterior is not overly sensitive to 
the choice of prior. 
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The effect of prior perturbation on 
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Section 4.2. Discrete Distributions 
Let the random variable take on one of m possible values and p. 
1 
be the probability of the i th value. Given n i.i.d. observations let 
t. be the number of observations taking on the j th value. 
J 
We use the Dirichlet prior which is also a conjugate prior, 
m Y. 
1 having prior density p<p 1 ,p2 , ••• pm1Y> oc n p. where Y = i=l 1 
<Y1 ,Y2 ,Y3 , ••• tm>. The prior density is with respect to 
Lebesgue measure on the set of p. between O and 1 and summing 
1 
to 1. The normalizing constant is 
r<t + m) 
s 
n r<t. + 
1 
where Ys = E Yi. 
<Y.+ t. > 
The posterior density p<p 1 ,P~,···P IY,D> oc n p 
1 1 
, ~ m i 
Where D stands fa~ the observed data. 
Let h(ilY,D> be the predictive probability that an as yet 
unobserved variabale takes on the i th value. Then, 
y_ + t. + 1 
l l 
h(ilY,D> = + + m ys n 
We now have our three families of distributions indexed by the 
parameter Y: the prior, the posterior, and the predictive. The 
Fisher information matrices for these three families are as 
follows. 
·< I . < Y> > kJ. pr1 = 
I 
~ (CX + m) 
s 
I 
tp (CX. + 1) 
J 
k ¢ j 
I 
'II (CX + m) 
s 
k = j. 
Clearly, Ipost<Y> = Ipri<Y + t>, where t = <t 1 ,t2 , ••• tm). 
For the predictive family we have, 
< I d < Y> > k . = pre J <ex + n + m>2 
-1 if k ¢ j 
s 
19 
< ex s + 
and, 
1 
n +· m)2 
( oc oc. + 
s 1 
(CX. 
1 
n - t. + m 1) 1 if k j. = + t. + 1) 
1 
I d<Y> is the Fisher information matrix for the family of predictive pre 
distributions indexed by y. 
Example 3: We consider an example where there are three possible 
outcomes. We have ten observations resulting in t = (t1,t2,t3) = 
(2,4,4). For our prior hyperparameter set we choose t'o = (2,1,1>. 
The resulting Fisher information matrixes are, 
[ .00830 -.00346 -.00346 ] I d<Yo> = -.00346 .00634 -.00346 pre 
-.00346 -.00346 .00634 
[ .16074 -.06059 -.06059 ] I t <Yo> = -.06059 .12074 -.06059 pas 
-.06059 -.06059 .12074 
[ .24139 -.15355 -.15355 ] I . <Yo> = -.15355 .49137 -.15355 pr1 
-.15355 -.15355 .49137 
From the eigen analysis for the predictive case we obtain x* = 
* .04 and 6 = (.996,-.06,-.06) is the corresponding eigenvector. 
* c (.65) = .53 indicating that the influence on the predictive 
distribution is not significant. Figure 4.5 is a plot of the Kullback 
divergence between predictive distributions against the Kullback 
divergence between the corresponding priors. As expected given the 
value af ~*, the predictives are close together relat~ve to the 
difference between the priors. 
From the eigen analysis far the posterior case we obtain A**= 
.84 ands**= C.999,-.019,-.019) is the corresponding eigenvector. 
20 
** c (.65) = .64 which suggest that the posterior distribution is 
sensitive ta the choice of prior. Figure 4.6 is a plot of the 
Kullback divergence between posterior distributions against the 
Kullback divergence between the corresponding priors. For small 
values of k, the Kullback divergence, the difference between the 
posteriors and the difference between the priors is comparable. 
* ** Note that both 8 and 8 suggest that the first component of Y 
is responsible for its influence. 
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5. Conclusion 
For some models general noninformative priors have been 
developed which give reasonable results. The seminal work 1s 
Jeffreys(1939). In general however, the Bayesian approach suggests 
that the prior should reflect the insight.of the investigator. On the 
other hand exhaustive elicitation of.priors for more than a few 
parameters (and perhaps only one) does not seem to be practical. A 
compromise is nessessary. Elicit an amount of information that the 
investigator is willing and able ta provide. Using the provided 
information as constraints, construct a reasonable prior. Finally, 
conduct a sensitivity analysis to make sure that the information 
provided by the investigator is not locally influential in the sense 
of section 3. This final step is nessessary because there is usually 
uncertainty associated with the elicited input which is not 
incorporated into the model. The method introduced ·in section 3 is a 
simple and general tool for assessing the_ local influence cf the 
elicited input. The method requires only Fisher information matrices 
and an eigen analysis. Two simple examples have been presented. In 
section 2 a calibrafion of the Kullback.divergence has been given. 
This calibration makes the Kullback divergence more useful for 
sensitivity analyses. 
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